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Prestigious Yorkshire Hotel and Spa choose BWA Member
Owner Simon Wooton has worked on many prestigious
projects over the years and prides himself on delivering
high quality basement waterproofing solutions.

More pictures will be added to this news story via the
Basement Waterproofing website as we receive them Bosa
Contracts have been working in the construction industry
for over 40 years. Based in Ossett, West Yorkshire, we are
BOSA Contracts have been appointed to undertake SIKA 1

well established as a high-quality provider of structural

tanking works to the new pools at the prestigious Swinton

waterproofing, concrete repair and building restoration

Park Hotel in the North Yorkshire Dales. The hotel forms

with a keen eye for detail.

part of the breath-taking Swinton Estate where visitors
can stay in exclusive accommodation, experience falconry,
cookery courses and spa treatments.

The contract, carried out on behalf of RN Wooler, included
the waterproofing of the newly constructed main pool and
lap pool in the new health spa areas. As a registered Sika
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ICF Structural Waterproofing
When placing concrete within the ICF units, there is a
potential for damage to occur, both from pouring heavy,
viscous concrete into a relatively fragile structure and
when vibrating and compacting the concrete sufficiently.
Careful placing and compaction of the concrete is required
to minimise damage, along with adequate propping
of the ICF structure prior to pouring the concrete. It is
sometimes difficult to determine if this has been done well
enough to release all the trapped air from the mix and
to avoid honeycombing within the concrete due to poor
compaction/vibration. One way of addressing this problem
would be to use self-compacting concrete – although there

The first patent for an insulated
permanent formwork for concrete
was registered in the early 1940s
in Switzerland; the system used
recycled waste wood and cement
as the insulating material. The first
polystyrene ICF was developed in the
late 1960s after the original patent ran
out and following the development of
modern foam plastics.
Today, the ICF units usually simply lock together (in a
similar way to a child’s Lego bricks), to create a suitable
form for the structural walls of a building. As with in-situ

would be cost implications.
In addition to standard prespecification considerations,
eg, water:cement ratio, cement type, strength, and the
requirement for watertight concrete or other additives,
it is also advisable to discuss the size of aggregate within
the mix design with the ICF manufacturer and concrete
supplier, to ensure an appropriate mix for the structural
requirements, waterproofing and the void spacing within
the ICF. Specifying an appropriate level of consistence for
the concrete is also important and guidance should be
sought from the manufacturer. Generally, slump class S3 is
specified but S4 would offer greater fluidity of the poured/
pumped concrete within the ICF unit.

formed concrete walls and floors, reinforcing steel bars are
usually placed inside the forms before concrete is poured
to give the predominantly concrete structure flexural
strength and to reduce cracking. However, unlike other
concrete formwork, the ICF forms have to be filled in a
more controlled manner, to aid in managing the weight
and pressure brought to bear on the polystyrene blocks.
The actual ‘lift’ of each concrete pour on the ICF walls will
vary from manufacturer to manufacturer; in general, they
would be in the region of 500–1000mm.
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Seamless Preservations in top Sandbanks Project

Hampshire based Seamless Preservation were awarded

lime build up issues that could cause issues later.

the basement waterproofing works to a prestigious

Having knowledge and working to BS8102 is crucial in

property in Sandbanks, Dorset, with private beach over

these instances says Sean Rooney and understanding the

looking the sea. Sandbanks is one of the most sought
after and exclusive locations in the country and as part
of the contract Seamless Preservations were asked to
provide a full design, supply and installation service, from
concept through to completion.

potential pitfalls also helps when designing waterproofing
systems. Andrew & Sean formed Seamless Preservation
in 2016 following a close working relationship on various
preservation projects.

And as the company we were involved at an early stage

Sean has come from a major player in the waterproofing

they were able to assist the architect and the main

and preservation industry with over 12 years experience

contractor on design issues and worked alongside

and has gained certification to CSRT, from first starting off

them from the very first visit to the final installation and

as a carpenter and trainee preservation technician back in

completion of works on-site.

2004.

Specialist perimeter channel systems were installed along
with maintainable jetting eyes to clean and service the
drainage system , cavity drain membranes were installed
(type c ) to walls and floors and Seamless of course used

References from happy clients can be gained on request,
please check out our gallery for a more visual view on
what we can achieve for you.

an anti lime treatment on the floors first to neutralize any
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Noble Structures builds another great basement

Noble Structures was formed by
its three directors who oversee the
day to day running of the company.
Our Directors have over 30 years’
experience in the construction
industry and specialize predominantly
in basement construction for both the
residential and commercial sectors.

Working to BS8102 is key to a successful project, and
our experience over the years has taught us the
many complications that can occur when working in
the ground.
The client is very happy as you can see from the
photographs this is turning into a great project to
showcase Nobles works.

Noble Structures’ philosophy ensures that we
fully comprehend our clients’ aspirations and
expectations. Whatever the project, our main
concern is consistently offering and delivering the
highest possible service for our clients. We strive to
deliver projects ahead of schedule and on budget
without compromising attention to detail or quality
of workmanship.
On this project in north London we are building a
large basement structure , Nobles were involved
from design stage all the way through the process
with the client , we waterproof the whole structure
to BS8102 which includes central drainage systems
linked to a large sump chamber , cavity drain type c
membranes were installed to walls and floors along
with an anti lime treatment being applied first to
neutralise the slab.
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Pizza Express Choose BWA
Member to guarantee BS8102
Choosing a contractor who is a member of the
Basement Waterproofing Association guarantees a
level of professionalism and standards of workmanship
unmatched by others in the field of basement conversion
and waterproofing.

Gooch Basements Job at a
Commercial Development in
Stevenage

Additionally Basement Waterproofing Association
contractors also carefully follow the guideline and
standards upheld in BS8102. Leeds based Pure Property
Care were selected to carry out a basement conversion
project at Pizza Express, Stockport working to BS8102.

We were given the contract to design and install this Fibran
Xps 500 cavity drain system using Newton products to

In this application walls were waterproofed using 8mm

give the client a fast reliable method of waterproofing

cavity drain membranes along with a 20mm membrane

to BS8102, With a wealth of experience we completed

on the floors.

this project in a matter of months with over 2500 sqm of
waterproofing carried out.

Of course a full drainage system was incorporated into the
project and the team are used to working with the type c
cavity drain system , experience is crucial when dealing
with these projects and also making sure that correct
procedures are in place for maintaining the system also, so
we install jetting ports wherever necessary, the client then
undertakes a yearly sump chamber service.

A perimeter channel system was incorporated into the
scheme with jetting points for cleaning , most important

Our managing director Tony Gooch is the core of the

in this scheme was a basement pump monitor and

business with over 20 years experience and looks after the

battery back up system , Michael says that knowledge

general day-to-day running of the company.

in knowing what is happening in a basement application
is key to maintaining a dry environment , our system

Our qualified technical consultant is Adam Vickers, who

monitors and lets us know how much water is being

specifies and/or approves the proposed systems, monitors

pumped out of a basement application this is crucial

the work during progression and confirms satisfaction

when considering how often servicing needs to be

upon completion. Adam was previously manager at one of

carried out and also how long a battery back up system

the largest damp-proofing companies in the UK.

may work for if there was a mains failure.
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BWA Member Waterproofing Project on a Grand Scale

New BWA member Contech has recently completed a

built in accelerator properties enabled it to achieve an

waterproofing project on a major scale with structural

early high set strength.

repairs to the walls of the river Humber.
This was a difficult project as the river is tidal and
Hull based Contech were commissioned to carry out

Contech only had 6 hour windows to complete the works.

the work to the original brick walls of the river as they

The whole project was however completed in just 10

were suffering from serious delimitation, in addition a

days. The main contractor on site was The Spencer Group

significant amount of pointing had fallen out causing the

and they were delighted with the finished result as was

river to leak through the walls at high tide.

the client.

Contech were tasked with the job of designing a solution

Contech possesses in excess of 20 years experience

to build a lining wall infant of the existing brick wall.

and have built a reputation as one of the UK’s most

This was done by first fixing reinforcement to the wall

experienced sprayed concrete specialists.

then applying a 75mm lining wall which consisted of dry
They offer their clients an unrivalled level of service in all

sprayed concrete.

aspects of shotcrete sprayed concrete application works,
from design through to completion and utilise their own
Reader Spraycrete 40A was chosen for the project as its

in house design and structural engineering departments.

Priding themselves on providing the highest level of
professional standards, Contech UK is proud to have
been involved in some of the most prestigious contracts
across the UK.
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Our current members:
Manufacturers

Edincare

MGA Contracts

Fosroc

Noble Structures

Mapei
Properteco

Perma Fix Ltd
Peter Cox

Pudlo
Triton Systems
Twistfix

Pro Damp
Pure Basement Systems

Wykamol

Richardson & Starling

London Basement Pumps

SAB Projects
Site Sealants

Contractors

Anti-Damp Preservation

SM Building Preservation

AP Gooch

Soutar Preservation

Ballymore Civils

Tapco HomeDry

Basement Masters
Basements Northwest

Town & Country Preservation
TW Read

Biocraft Southwest
Broadoak Preservation
Cheshire Basements
Concept Construction & Supply Ltd

P3 Pumps
Estbury Basements
Timber Preservation Specialists

Dales Dampcoursing
Damp-Tech Midlands
H20 Manchester
Lancashire Damp Proofing
MAB Preservation
Mackenzie Hughes
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Grade 2 Structural

Our current members:
The Preservation Supplies Company
H2O Remedial Services Ltd

Ward Damp Proofing

Professional Damp Solutions Ltd
Proten
All Dry Damp Proofing
Renlon Ltd
AM Construction Project Services Ltd
Preservation Treatments (Surrey) Ltd
Advanced Preservations Ltd
Cedarcare Ltd
Renderseal Ltd
Seamless Preservation Ltd
City Remedial Ltd
Rowing Restoration Ltd
ASF Waterproofing
Advance Property Preservation
Albany Brent
Siteseal Services

Grade 2 Structural Repairs

The Waterproofing Specialist

Contech UK

Aspire Basements

Anke Damp Proofing
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